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FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: A mix of positive macro data from Asia, after a record close in US stocks, last Friday is fuelling a rally

in Asian equity markets. All major indices are deep in the green. SGX Nifty is up around 60 points. US Dollar is

under pressure, as both majors as well as Asian peers are rallying. Emerging market currencies are catching up

to their peers in the developed world and that augurs well for the Rupee. Over the month of August, FPIs have

invested nearly $7 billion, one of the highest monthly inflows over the past 5 years. I continue to remain bullish

on Rupee against the US Dollar. If USDINR manages to successfully break the support near 73.00 on spot, then it

can test 72.30/50 zone on spot. Sell on rise remains the trade with stop above 74.00 levels.  RBI seems to inter-

vening via forwards, evident from the sharp increase in forward premium but as I have argued before, that inter-

vention via forwards is less effective than intervention via spot, as former not only discourages demand for USD

in the forward market due to rising forward premium but also incentivise the carry traders to sell USD and also

exporters to hedge via forwards and futures.

EUR: US central bank as fired the first salvo in this new round of currency war. There new weapon is average

inflation targeting and maximum employment. Both of these markers offers Fed enormous leeway to keep rates

lower than needed for a long period of time. This may weaken USD further and provide boost to EURUSD as well.

However, the pace of appreciation in Euro may slower than before as the pair has record long positions. EURUSD

is trading around 1.1915 levels. My view remains bullish on EURUSD and my trade remains to buy the dip with

a stop below 1.1680 levels on a closing basis. Target is around 1.20 zone and thereafter near 1.2150/1.2200

levels. For EURINR, September futures need to hold the support level of 87.00 but if USDINR breaks down below

73.00, then one can avoid longs in the pair.

GBP: Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey said in an address to the Jackson Hole Symposium on Friday that

the BoE still has plenty of ammunition it can use in order to support the economy including negative interest

rates. However, BoE steering clear of explicitly hinting at NIRP soon has buoyed GBP. EU and UK trade talks re-

sume during the second week of September. Also there are some media reports that UK could be looking at hiking

tax rates to shore up revenues. The Budget will presented in November and if such a news is confirmed, then it

can be negative for GBP. Price action suggests that GBPUSD remains a buy on decline with stop below 1.3050

target remains 1.3450 and 1.3500 levels. We need to keep an eye on EU-UK trade negotiations which resume next

week.

JPY With Shino Abe stepping down there is a question on the mind of traders over the sustainability of

Abenomics. This means that once bulk of the appreciation in INR is done with, JPYINR can become a buy to play

the strong JPY. As of now, I will advise staying on side-lines and let clarity emerge.

MACRO VIEW

US central bank seems to have fired the first salvo in the new round of currency war. This time its weapon of

choice are average inflation and maximum employment. These tools will allow Fed to keep rates lower for

longer. We have already seen a significant decline in the value if US Dollar against major currencies. However,

the pace of decline has been varied across major pairs. For example, USD has depreciated far more against

developed world currencies like Euro, GBP, JPY, CHF, CAD, AUD and NZD. Even the Chinese currency has appreci-

ated significantly against the US Dollar. A bunch of EM currencies like the Indian Rupee, South African Rand and

Brazilian Real are now playing catch up. Such a dovish stance from Fed may accelerate the catch and hence,

these three currency pairs can witness further appreciation over the coming weeks.
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